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The record industry in Croatia from 1927 to the 

end of the 1950s

 Focus on 78rpm shellac period 

records

 Three companies in three eras

 broader context of music industry 

within the Yugoslavian realm

 document and reconstruct the music 

repertoires, authors, performers and 

producers 

 processes of selection and 

representation 

 implications for music and social life 



Foreign popular music produced in 

Jugoton record factory in 1940s and 1950s

 three aspects:  

 1. cultural politics of post-war Yugoslavia 

 2. specificities of translating popular music 

 3. examples of early rock’n’roll within the early Jugoton production



Cultural-political context of FPR Yugoslavia

 The educational role of music

 1948 Tito/Stalin split

 Between the blocs

 Reflection of the „third way” politics in popular culture

 Dean Vuletic: the Yugoslavian soft-power reputation in the Eastern bloc (and wider) relied 
largely on popular music and culture

 So-called zabavna glazba (etnertainment music) was based on imitation and adjustment 
of Western popular music 

 Production and appropriation of foreign popular music, aside from Angloamerican, 
before the 1960s, drew from a larger pool of alternative cultural influences: Italian, French, 
Austrian/German, Mexican, Greek.. 



Early Jugoton popular 
music production

Jugoton record factory (1947-1991)

Source: Jugoton catalogue from 1953, 
Narodna biblioteka Srbije



Translated popular songs



Popular song translations

 Prepjev - “unbounded translation in verses” 

 Popular song translations can “only be understood within wider patterns of social and 

semiotic relations”, considering “the nonverbal dimensions, i.e. (…) musical and visual 

elements” through which the meaning is transmitted as much as through verbal texts 

(Klaus Kaindl: „The Plurisemiotics of Pop Song Translation: Words, Music, Voice and Image”. 

Song and Significance. Virtues and Vices of Vocal Translation 2005: 236)

 “translation is not primarily based on a written text, but has recourse simultaneously to a 

range of technologies, media, institutions and public discourses” (Kaindl 242)

 “a number of elements, including music, language, vocal style, instrumentation, but also 

values, ideology, culture, etc., are appropriated from the source culture and mixed with 

elements from the target culture” (Kaindl 242)



First Jugoton rock and roll records



Sound illustration: Razzle dazzle

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dehn_3chmJ8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dehn_3chmJ8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zHqrjGQxl9o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zHqrjGQxl9o
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